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square pedestal and a tall stone octagonal shaft. At
its top is an eroded moulded finial. The Cross is
believed to date from the 15th century.

ARCHITECTURAL & HISTORIC QUALITY

General Characteristics:
The topography of Somersal Herbert comprises a
gentle depression in the rolling landscape of south
Derbyshire. To the west of the settlement is the
Brocksford Brook and to the north and east gently
rising ground.
The predominant building material is red brick with
the occasional use of stonework for dressings. In
second place to the use of brick is timber-framing –
once the predominant form of building
construction in the settlement and area. The parish
church is almost wholly built of stone representing
its permanency and endurance. Render and other
types of ‘cladding’ are rare occurrences. Roofs are
predominantly laid with Staffordshire Blue plain
clay tiles. See section on ‘Building Materials and Details’.
*

*

*

*

Churchyard Cross
There are three extant secular buildings in the
village which are predominantly constructed from
timber-framing (16th & 17th century) and a further
building which contains timber-framing (17th
century) concealed in a later brick envelope.

*

Pre 17th century:
The parish church of St Peter is of ancient origin
but is said to have been re-built in the early 19th
century (1836 and again in 1847). Furthermore, it is
said that this re-building re-used some of the
medieval masonry. An inspection of the current
fabric appears to indicate that parts of the medieval
church were possibly retained as part of any 19th
century re-building or re-construction. The south
east buttress to the chancel and much of the north
wall of the chancel and part of the north wall of the
nave may be undisturbed medieval masonry.

The Hall appears to be the earliest of the timberframed buildings possibly dating, according to an
inscription inside the building, from 1564, however,
parts of the Hall are believed to be earlier (early 16th
century). The historian, Pilkington, writing in 1789
states that the Hall was built from re-used timbers
from the Montgomery family’s demolished seat at
Cubley. Detailed analysis is required to consider this
statement. The current north elevation in its form
and type of timber-framing appears to fit with a
mid-sixteenth century date (1564). Whilst there is a
mixture of timber-framing details (vertical and
diagonal close studwork) there is also decorative
timber-framing in the form of quatrefoils located on
the higher parts of the elevation. Whilst the general
architectural composition appears haphazard the
whole is unified by its timber-framing to present an
distinguished public elevation, which was
undoubtedly ‘designed’ to be impressive. The
timber porch to the north front was added in 1899.

Church of St Peter
The church contains an important Norman period
font (c. 1150-75) which may indicate the earliest
origins of a church on this site.
The Cross, located in the churchyard, comprises a
square, stepped stone plinth surmounted by a

The Hall – north elevation
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18th century:

Montgomery House is of a size and form which
represents the substantial house of a Tudor yeoman.
Whilst not as architectural or decoratively
impressive as the Hall, in terms of construction and
location, it displays vertical and diagonal close
studwork to its eastern range or wing which
conveys a sense of quality. To the immediate rear
of Montgomery House is a large timber-framed
building which was, most probably, constructed to
serve an ancillary use. This is constructed from boxframing – a less decorative and more rudimentary
method of timber-frame construction.

Of the 18th century the principal building is The
Hall, in particular its south elevation. The south
front or elevation of The Hall is believed to have
originally mimicked that of the north. Part of the
south elevation was encased with brickwork in
1712. The general composition of the timberframed gabled south elevation was retained with a
straight-forward facing up in brickwork. Larger
window openings were introduced with cruciform
timber and glazed frames.
To the north east of the Hall is an ‘L’ shaped range
of ancillary brick buildings. The larger range which
runs in a north/south alignment, dates from the
early 18th century – possibly contemporary with the
1712 work to the Hall.

The eastern wing of Montgomery House

17th century:
Almost opposite Montgomery House is a box
framed timber cottage (The Old Cottage) which
bears many similarities to the building to the rear of
Montgomery House, but this appears to have been
constructed for residential use. It is believed to date
from the early 17th century.

18th century range to the northeast of The Hall
Attached to this building and forming the northern
boundary to The Hall is a high, curved, brick
boundary wall containing a pair of fine early 18th
century stone gate piers. The piers are rusticated
and surmounted by moulded capping stones and
carved stone urns with swags and gadrooned caps
(the metal gates are 20th century).

The Old Cottage
To the north of the parish church is a brick built
cottage (Church Cottage) which conceals its earlier
origins. Within the building is early 17th century
timber-framing with crucks.

High, curved, brickwork wall to The Hall
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Hill Farm
The Paddock, a white painted house on the corner
of Grove Lane appears, in part, to date from the
18th century, probably with 19th century additions
and alterations.

Gate piers surmounted by urns to The Hall
The south porch to the parish church is of 18th
century date, constructed of red brick with stone
dressings. It is assumed that this was taken down
and rebuilt when the church underwent its reconstruction in 1836 but the listing description
states that it probably dates from 1836 re-using
older materials. If that is case then perhaps the
porch came from elsewhere – perhaps the south
side of the Hall (?).

The Paddock

19th century:
Parts of the parish church date from the 1836, 1847
and 1874 (the latter by the architect C J Neale of
Mansfield) reconstructions and restoration. A
detailed architectural analysis of the fabric would be
required to fully ascertain all the phases of work
contained within the extant church fabric.
The Hall was further enlarged and restored in 1873
with the construction of the large north east wing
(was this also to a design by C J Neale ?). The
northern part of the ‘L’ shaped range also appears
to date from about this time as do the range of
buildings to the east of The Hall. Both these ranges
display unusual circular brick openings which
suggest they had the hand of an architect in their
design and appearance.
To the east of The Hall, on the north side of
Willow Bank is a brick building (now converted to
residential use) which also appears to have been an
ancillary building to The Hall (?). It probably dates
to the very late 19th century (The Red House).

South porch to the Parish Church
To the north of the village is Hill Farm. The original
farmhouse is of late 18th century date.
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Range of farmbuildings at Hill Farm – mid-late 19th century

North wing to the range of buildings northeast of The Hall

20th century:
In 1900 a Wesleyan Methodist Chapel was
constructed outside the village centre to the east at
the end of Willow Bank Lane. This is a simple
structure with ‘pointed’ lancet style Gothic
windows. And a ‘pointed’ Gothic entrance door. It
is inscribed – ‘Wesleyan Church 1900’.
The Red House
At the western end of the village are two substantial
properties – The Grange (formerly the Rectory) and
Somersal Farm. The former dates from the
1870/80s and is built of brickwork in the
Elizabethan Gothic style. Somersal Farm – the
farmhouse and its buildings – were built as a
completely new farmstead also in the mid-late 19th
century.
Wesleyan Church - 1900
Some distance south of the village centre, down
Grove Lane, are a pair of cottages (Grove Cottage
& Marjorie Cottage) inscribed with the date 1904
and the crest and monogram W M F (William
Fitzherbert). These are likely to have been built as
‘estate’ houses.

Somersal Farm & Outbuildings (converted to holiday
cottages). Datestone of 1862 (?)
Hill Farm also displays 19th century agricultural
extensions to the building – principally the long
brick range to its eastern side.

‘Grove’ & ‘Majorie’ Cottages - 1904
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William Fitzherbert of The Hall or his relation R H
C Fitzherbert, the Rector, appear to have paid for
the construction of a ‘Church Room’ on land to the
north of the church in 1905. This building was
designed by the Derby architects PH Currey and
CC Thompson. They were a practice working in the
Arts & Crafts style and the Church Room retains
and displays architectural details of design that
contribute to its interesting and fine construction. A
plaque inside records the construction of the ‘Parish
Room’ in 1905 listing the architects and builders.

Lychgate - 1912
Late 20th Century:
A large amount of building works has been
undertaken in the village since the 1970s and into
the early 21st century. This development is
concentrated to the west and south west of
Montgomery House and comprises five large brick
built houses.
Village Hall - 1905
In 1912 PH Currey & CC Thompson were
commissioned to design a new west tower for the
church (the church never having a west tower
before, only a small bell cote on its western gable)
and a new lychgate. The west tower is a striking
piece of late Arts and Crafts Gothic architecture
reminiscent of the Perpendicular Style (14th/early
15th century) of medieval Gothic architecture. The
lychgate is constructed from massive sections of
timber with a timber shingle roof.
‘Manor House’ – late 20th century

West tower of St Peter’s Church - 1912
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